About the Accommodations
Golden Triangle Bike is committed to placing our guests in the BEST accommodations along the way! Our 10+ years of
experience and our attention to detail ensure that you and your riding partner(s) will be well taken care of and comfortable.
While you will likely have a night or two at a traditional motel or hotel along the way, the majority of your accommodations on
this adventure will be in B&B’s. You are in good hands with our lodging partners. Expect clean rooms and great hospitality
from the local small business owners that take pride in their establishments and communities.
At Golden Triangle Bike we want your expectations to match up with the experience…so here are some details about lodging.

• We look at group dynamic, convenience, fitness level, trip pace, availability and many other factors when matching
our customers up with the best itineraries and lodging options.

• As these are privately owned and operated establishments, room configurations and breakfast options vary from
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one spot to the next. What’s the same from lodging to lodging along the way? The answer lies with the warm and
gracious hosts. They are members of their community dedicated to providing a great service and showcasing their
town.
You can be assured that our first choice for you and your riding partner(s), in any particular town, is the BEST
option for your crew.
Not every town has multiple lodging options or unlimited availability…so our first choice for you is usually the
BEST.
While gold-plated Penthouses with free-flowing champagne are, unfortunately, not an option….you can expect a
clean and comfortable stay with the best in hospitality.
Booking as far in advance as possible ensures availability and top tier accommodations
Even though we have a tier system when it comes to lodging options, we will never place you in accommodations
that don't meet our standards. No lodging options in the “tier” offers sub-standard accommodations or service.
Some towns offer accommodations that include gourmet meals, massages, and home-made cookies….others
offer a simple and classic place to lay your head after a long day on the saddle.
Internet. Believe it or not, in this day and age, a few of the trail towns and lodging partners cannot provide internet
connectivity. Take a deep-breath, relax, and enjoy being disconnected. The internet will still be there tomorrow.
The majority of your accommodations will be in classic-style B&Bs. However, you are also likely to stay a night or
two at a motel/hotel along the way.
Not all options are located directly on the trail. If your accommodation, for any particular night, is not located
directly on the trail, we will provide you with detailed directs for riding to their front door. If the route is not ridable,
we will arrange shuttle service.
Being flexible with your itinerary and preferences is a great advantage. If you can live without a jacuzzi, massage,
French Wine and beef tar tar every night….it gives us more of an opportunity to make sure your pace, itinerary and
trail town options will allow you to have the best possible experience.
During the trip planning process, keep in mind that not every town has multiple lodging options. It helps to stay
flexible with your itinerary and plans just in case you have to adjust based on low or no vacancy.

